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Abstract
Objective:To search the original research and investigate the evidence relating to the effectiveness of the
type of athletic footwear affects the regulation of lower extremity stiffness.
Method:Meta-analysis.
Results: There are 12 trails leg stiffness (Risk ratio RR-0.47, 95% confidence interval CI: -0.70 to -0.25,
the overall effect size Z=4.13, p<0.001), 10 trails knee stiffness (RR -0.59, 95% CI: -0.82 to -0.35, Z=4.97,
p<0.001) and 3 trails vertical stiffness (RR -0.51, 95% CI:-0.93 to -0.10, Z=2.41, p=0.02), meta-analysis
found that athletic footwear were effective. But 10 trails ankle stiffness (RR 0.82, 95% CI: 0.63 to 1.00,
Z=8.74, p<0.001), and 4 trails hip stiffness (RR 0.46, 95% CI: 0.10 to 0.81, Z=2.54, p=0.01) were
opposite.
Conclusion: This review adds to the body of knowledge by strongly highlighting the dearth of literature
exploring the effects of athletic footwear on lower extremity stiffness during dynamic activities. When
shod leg, vertical and knee stiffness are decrease, but ankle and hip stiffness were increase compare to
barefoot.
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Introduction
Athletic footwear is necessary in the most sports activity, as
provision of traction between the foot and the ground, control
of motion, protection of the plantar surface of the foot, and
attenuation of impact forces during activity [1,2]. Research has
also shown how certain footwear can directly influence
function. A common feature of modern athletic footwear is that
of increased sole hardness or thickness which are marketed as
providing cushioning against harmful impacts [3].
However, as footwear is introduced as a variable into the lower
extremity-surface system, the series of springs that represent
the lower extremity should adjust for the new substance in
order to maintain total system stiffness [4] 1/Ktotal=1/Kleg+1/
Ksurface+1/Kshoe. The “stiffness” concept has its origin in
sports, as part of Hooke’s law [5-9]. Research into stiffness in
the human body is an escalating rate, possibly because stiffness
has been associated with sporting performance and some lower
extremity injuries. A large number of studies have compared
walking and running kinetics, kinematics and electromyogram
between barefoot and shod conditions [10-17]. Although
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reviews examining differences between barefoot and shod
walking and running exist, the majority of these are narrative.
Thus, some reviews do not describe clear methodology for
literature searching nor systematically evaluate the quality of
studies included, leaving them vulnerable to bias [18,19].
Where two systematic review of barefoot and shod
biomechanics has been carried out, the focus was purely on
kinematic, kinetic and muscle activity different and considered
walking and running [20,21]. If the cushioning in athletic
footwear attenuates impact, then overall lower extremity
stiffness may be modified during dynamic activity. To date,
some studies have examined the effects of athletic footwear on
lower extremity stiffness performance during dynamic
activities [22-25].
A key consideration, however, is whether athletic footwear
effects lower extremity stiffness performance specifically. If
so, what type of athletic footwear is better suited for increased
stiffness performance? Consequently, the purpose of this
systematic review was to search the body of scientific literature
for original research, addressing the effects of athletic footwear
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on lower extremity stiffness during dynamic activities. To
determine if the type of athletic footwear affects the regulation
of lower extremity stiffness.

4.13, p<0.001), with heterogeneity of results between trials
being low (I2=25%) (Figure 2a).

Methods
Experimental approach to the problem
This meta-analysis is reported in accordance with the preferred
reporting items for meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [18].
Several electronic databases were searched from the earliest
available date up to the first week of February 2018, including
Medline, Science Direct, Sports Discus, EMBASE, Web of
Science, the Wiley Online Library, and Cochrane library,
Journal of Gait and Posture, and the Journal of Biomechanics.

Study criteria
Studies were eligible if they met the following inclusion
criteria: their sample was from an adult population with no
musculoskeletal injuries. The primary objective of the original
research paper was to determine the effect of different types of
athletic footwear or different contact surface on lower
extremity stiffness.

Quality assessment
Original research was reviewed using the physiotherapy
evidence database (PEDro) scale [18]. Each study was scored
according to the scale with each item graded as yes (1 point),
no (0 points), or unable to determine (0 points) to give a total
score out of 11. Finally systematic review 12 studies,and 6
studies met the inclusion criteria [22,25-29].

Data extraction
Data from each trial were extracted from the available text.
Meta-analysis was calculated using the Cochrane Collaboration
Review Manager V.5.3 software (Cochrane Collaboration
Review Manager).

Results
In total, we retrieved 1636 studies and included 12 studies in
the systematic review. All of the studies were published or
written after 2000 year. Of the 12 studies, we included 6
studies into meta-analyses based on the same outcome
measures in each domain (Figure 1). Twenty-one types of
intervention shoes were used in the included studies. The test
protocol running speed from 2.2 m/s to 5.5 m/s. Three kinds of
dancer's jump landings. 2.2 Hz rope jumping. Three kinds of
vertical jump and landing. Three kinds of basketball jump and
landing.
The data from the twelve trials evaluating shoe-barefoot leg
stiffness were pooled, all trials yielding results favouring the
use of shoes for the effect of leg stiffness compared with a
control. The pooled data indicated that shoes are effective for
the effect of leg stiffness (RR-0.47, 95% CI: -0.70 to -0.25, Z =
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Figure 1. Criteria for selection of articles for review.

The data from the ten trials evaluating shoe-barefoot knee
stiffness were pooled, all trials yielding results favouring the
use of shoes for the effect of leg stiffness compared with a
control. The pooled data indicated that shoes are effective for
the effect of knee stiffness (RR -0.59, 95% CI: -0.82 to -0.35,
Z=4.97, p<0.001), with heterogeneity of results between trials
being low (I2=20%) (Figure 2b).
The data from the ten trials evaluating shoe-barefoot ankle
stiffness were pooled, with three yielding results favouring the
use of shoes for the effect of ankle stiffness compared with a
control. Seven trials don't favour the experimental intervention.
The pooled data indicated that shoes are not effective for the
effect of ankle stiffness (RR 0.82, 95% CI: 0.63 to 1.00,
Z=8.74, p<0.001), with heterogeneity of results between trials
being high (I2=90%) (Figure 2c).
The data from the four trials evaluating shoe-barefoot hip
stiffness were pooled, all trials yielding results favouring the
use of shoes for the effect of hip stiffness compared with a
control. The pooled data indicated that shoes are not effective
for the effect of hip stiffness (RR 0.46, 95% CI: 0.10 to 0.81,
Z=2.54, p=0.01), with heterogeneity of results between trials
being low (I2=0%) (Figure 2d).
The data from the three trials evaluating shoe-barefoot vertical
stiffness were pooled, all trials yielding results favouring the
use of shoes for the effect of leg stiffness compared with a
control. The pooled data indicated that shoes are effective for
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the effect of vertical stiffness (RR-0.51, 95% CI: -0.93 to -0.10,
Z=2.41, p=0.02), with heterogeneity of results between trials
being low (I2=0%) (Figure 2e).

various type of shoes with unpublished empirical evidence to
substantiate the type, materials, and property of these athletic
footwear.
This review adds to the body of knowledge by strongly
highlighting the dearth of literature exploring that leg and
vertical stiffness are decrease when shod compare to barefoot.
The max force increased when barefoot [27,28], according the
equation: Kleg=Fmax/ΔL; Kvert=Fmax/Δy, so there is no doubt
that leg and vertical stiffness are decrease [8]. The result is
similar as Jonathan et al. compare with barefoot wearing
conventional and structured minimalist footwear run at the
speed of 4.01 m/s, significantly decrease leg and vertical
stiffness. Brigit et al. also confirmed that compare with
barefoot wearing Adidas running shoe run at the speed of 3.5
m/s, significantly decrease leg stiffness. Similar result as
Divert et al. compare with barefoot wearing running shoe and
more light footwear run at the speed of 3.61 m/s, significantly
decrease leg and vertical stiffness.
The result knee stiffness is decrease, but ankle and hip stiffness
are increase when shod compare to barefoot [17]. Because
change in the knee joint increase, but the angle change in ankle
joint decrease [14,17], so according the equation [8], K
stiffness=M joint moment/ΔΘjoint angle. Hip Extensor and
flexor moment sig. reduced when barefoot. The result is
similar as Jonathan et al. compare with barefoot wearing
conventional and structured minimalist footwear run at the
speed of 4.01 m/s, significantly increase ankle joint stiffness.

Conclusion

Figure 2. The forest plot of synthetic data for the shoe-barefoot lower
extremity stiffness. The green squares indicate the effect size of every
trail. The transverse lines show the 95% CI. Black diamond
represents the pooled estimate the total effect. CI: Confidence
Interval; SD: Standardized Errors.

Discussion
This review is unique because of its narrow focus on athletic
footwear on lower extremity stiffness. Meta-analysis indicated
that athletic footwear is effective for the effect on lower
extremity stiffness during dynamic activities.
The results of our study (standardized mean difference, SMD
range-0.59-0.82) indicated that the athletic footwear showed
positive effects on low extremity stiffness during dynamic
activities. We demonstrated that varied athletic footwear favors
cushion performance. Moreover, compare to normal footwear
with hard midsole hardness, soft midsole hardness (such as
Asker C-38, C-40, C-45, C-50) [22,30] more positive for knee
and ankle stiffness. Despite the volume of athletic footwear
available, few have focused specifically on lower extremity
stiffness during dynamic activities. One limitation of this
review was the small number of studies that met the inclusion
criteria, but this further emphasizes that athleticers are using
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This review adds to the body of knowledge by strongly
highlighting the dearth of literature exploring the effects of
athletic footwear on lower extremity stiffness during dynamic
activities. When shod leg, vertical and knee stiffness are
decrease, but ankle and hip stiffness were increase compare to
barefoot.
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